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Introduction
Fresh for the 2013/2014 season, Flexifoil and Aaron Hadlow present the new HADLOW PRO.
Building on the exceptional performance of the 2011 Mark III edition, the new HADLOW PRO IV is the
next evolution in freestyle kiteboarding.
Created, following intense years of development, the HADLOW PRO is built on the foundation of high
performance and impressive power to create a kite that continues to push the boundaries of freestyle
and wakestyle kiteboarding. Designed with Aaron’s unprecedented attention to detail and exacting
attitude, the new HADLOW PRO aims to offer the complete package for today’s progressive rider
whether they are aiming for a podium on the world tour or simply looking to improve and take their
unhooked tricks to the next level.

structure and tweaks to its aero design the new mark IV is now quicker to turn, faster through the sky
and has a noticeably more solid and direct feel.
These improvements have resulted in a kite that sits on the side of the window with the perfect pull
allowing you to focus fully on the trick you are trying to land. Those throwing kiteloops will also notice
how the kite has more control and speed through its loop.
So if you either want to hit rails, nail the most technical moves or take to the sky in extreme conditions,
the new HADLOW PRO has been put into production for you!
HADLOW PRO is probably the best looking C-kite on the market today. As on all our kites, we pay a
lot of attention to even the smallest detail on the graphics which results in this outstanding kite. Those
completely new graphics fit perfectly into the new Hadlow range.

Aaron has maintained his focus throughout the HADLOW’s development to produce the purest
performance machine on the market! With new front line attachment points, a rigidified canopy

The new PRO is noticeably more efficient, solid and direct, I couldn’t
be happier with the outcome. It has allowed me to improve my
kiteloops and is perfectly matched to my wakestyle board. Even after
being out with injury for a year I could step right back into this set up
and be more comfortable than ever.
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Wind Ranges
Size

Available Sizes

Perfomance rating

13

Sweetspot Knots

Possible Knots
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Technical
Details

Leading Edge

Explained

The new Hadlow Pro has a double stitched leading edge
construction. This offers an even more bomb proof
construction.

Scalloped Dacron Cage

Filleted Dacron Cage

This has been created to distribute the load more evenly
into the canopy. By including this, you automatically
create a more accurate profile in the Rib Root area.

Creates a truer aerofoil by reducing focal stress
on rib to LE junction, meaning a smoother, more
direct flight.

Kevlar protection patches
Kevlar protection patches on the leading edge provide
further enhancements to strength and robustness of the
new Hadlow Pro.

Trailing Edge
The trailing edge has also been improved, we added a
triple ply construction for better durability.

Support System
The addition support lines stabilizes and solidifies
the kite even in the gustiest of conditions, it makes
for a more direct and stable power promoting
more powered moves

New Front Toggle Points
Brand new front toggle points on the leading edge
tube the kite also has a smoother, more direct turn
with less kite distortion, this makes for example
kitelooping smoother.

www.flexifoil.com or www.hadlowcollection.com
To find out more details and information on the Hadlow PRO
HADLOW PRO PRESS RELEASE
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The HADLOW Collection
More information on the Hadlow Collection is available at
www.flexifoil.com and www.hadlowcollection.com.

FLEXIFOIL INTERNATIONAL LTD
Dorset House
Regent Park
United Kingdom

Leatherhead

Surrey

KT22 7PL

www.flexifoil.com
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